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Four new tech firms
to join BPL market:  Four
technology firms plan to announce
their first BPL products before the
end of the year, United Telecom
Council CEO William Moroney told
BPL Today last week.  Look for
one as soon as next week, he
predicted.  The real costs in the
communications industry is the
stuff between the stuff that does
the communicating, noted
Moroney, referring to the wire or
fiber part of the network.  The
above item appeared in today’s
BPL Today along with
fascinating interviews with key
players in the new BPL industry.
To get a FREE copy, write to
daily@restructuringtoday.com.

NEMA meets with Mass regulators
as market opening nears

“We get it,” assured Paul Afonso who
chairs the Massachusetts Dept of
Telecommunications & Energy.

By that the chairman means “we too
are committed to a competitive [retail]
market,” he told us Friday.

The standard offer paradigm expires
March 1, he reminded.

Misuse of the standard offer had been
used by earlier commissions to prevent the
market from working as happens in all the
states where regulators continue to set the
price for the incumbent but not other
competitors.

Historically in the Northeast regulators
and legislators have set the regulated price
so low as to encourage competitors to
leave.

But in March prices are to be set by
adult consenting buyers and sellers.

Marketers are taking Massachusetts
seriously on its plan for competition as
witnessed by last week’s meeting in a
Boston hotel.

NEMA President Craig Goodman had
expected about 30 members would attend
the meeting with Afonso and 12 senior DTE
staff members.  Almost 80 marketers came
from around the US, Goodman tells us.

Afonso praised lawmakers who set an
end to the standard offer policy.  He
reminded too that when the standard offer
policy was set in the late 1990s it was
assumed that market prices would be lower
at wholesale so that competition was
fostered.

It was the escalating generator fuel
prices that stepped in and caused a
problem, he added in an interview.

Afonso, a Democrat, intends seeing
that programs are continued to help low-
income energy buyers and seniors.  While
he is pro-market forces he doesn’t see an
inconsistency between the two views.

He was named chairman by Gov Mitt
Romney, a Republican.

Is Romney a pro-market governor?
The governor believes business

development, economic development and
consumer interests exist well together,
Afonso replied.

Afonso believes “in a free market but
with adult supervision.”

We noted that free market lovers still
want to see an effective SEC.  He agreed.

Afonso took office last year on Aug 15,

an eventful one day after the grand
blackout.

Romney picked Afonso who had been
DTE general counsel.

With Afonso’s background “as an
economic regulator” he found the NEMA
meeting valuable because regulators
including his top staff “have to talk with
those on the front line — competitive
suppliers, distribution companies and
consumer groups.

“Only through their experience do we
learn the effects of our policies... When
you do X, when you write an order and
make a decision, it’s absolutely critical that
you understand the impact on those
you’re regulating,” Alfonso added.

What happens March 1, we asked.
“There’s no cliff,” he replied quickly.
Utilities now are buying for that time

period so the buying public “will be
covered,” he said.

Afonso was eager to learn about plans
in other states for auctions as in New
Jersey.

“Customers will get their electricity
and play market rates.  We’ve been seeing
that now,” he added.

He was fascinated too to hear from

marketers plans to sell longer contracts
such as five years to protect the public
against spiking.

As March 1 nears “we’ll be out there
educating consumers,” Afonso added.

Goodman sees the Massachusetts
model as a “prudent, stepped approach to a
full exiting from all competitive functions,
not just the merchant function.

Entergy rate hike fails as Texas
PUC sees inaction on markets

Entergy Gulf States’ $68 million rate
hike was denied by the Texas PUC
leaving intact a rate freeze until the
utility has an approved plan for retail
open access.

Entergy and the PUC have been at
odds since the PUC in June rejected
Entergy’s application to certify the
Entergy Transmission Organization as
an “independent” manager of Entergy’s
grid in Texas.

Entergy doesn’t want others to
dispatch its grid or to open for
competition.

The PUC has repeatedly ruled that
an approved independent transmission
organization is a prerequisite to opening
up Entergy’s east Texas footprint.

FERC has rejected Entergy’s so-
called independent grid operator concept
too.

Entergy’s last rate hike in Texas was
in 1991.

It intends to ask the PUC to review its
decision as applicants do before appealing
in court.

Not being able to get a rate boost
undermines “high quality service and
reliability,” said Joe Domino, Entergy
Texas CEO.

The PUC has ordered staff to prepare
to throw out the case and advised
Entergy that it should consider getting
legislation that would exempt it from
retail competition until a specific date,
such as in the Texas Panhandle.

Or it can seek a limited rate case to
review transition costs already incurred in
shifting from a regulated to competitive
environment or postpone PUC action until
July to see then how to proceed based on
any changes in the interim.
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ERCOT critic favors its becoming state agency
Critics of ERCOT are using allegations of
financial wrongdoings to push for greater
state or PUC oversight and one state
senator wants it to become a state agency
rather than a semi-autonomous operation.

Former ERCOT employees are being
investigated for alleged kickback schemes
and dealing with businesses they had
financial interests in.

Money was lost, a Texas Senate press
release said, without quantifying the
amount.

The Texas Senate Committee on
Business and Commerce met jointly last
week with the House Committee on
Regulated Industries and the Electric
Utility Restructuring Legislative Oversight
Committee to review the alleged
wrongdoings.

ERCOT, in testimony before the joint
committees, promised to improve its
communications with the PUC and state
legislators while noting the employees in
question had been fired more than four
months ago.

ERCOT favors the Sunset
Commission’s clarification of PUC
authority over ERCOT, it told us.

“We fully understand the need for
state regulation of a monopoly entity like
us and we’ve suggested the public utility
model works great with additional
oversight elements given our unique
position in the electric utility market.”

The Sunset Commission voted Sept
15 to boost the ERCOT board’s
unaffiliated members from three to five.

The commission would rotate the
chairmanship among the unaffiliated
members.

The report favors doing the 12-year
PUC reauthorization every six months
instead.

The Sunset Commission
recommended more explicit conflict of
interest guidelines for ERCOT board
members and a more detailed description
in the law on how ERCOT is to report to
the PUC.

The commission too would like to see
ERCOT play a bigger role in market
monitoring.

State Sen Troy Fraser, R-Horseshoe
Bay and chairman of one of the
committees reviewing ERCOT, is
“increasingly troubled by the perceived

cavalier corporate culture at ERCOT and
its perception of complete and total
independence from the PUC and legislative
oversight,” he told the joint committees.

The alleged self dealing reflects
“serious breakdown of internal controls
and management practices at ERCOT as it
relates to the awarding of contracts.”

He questioned ERCOT hiring
procedures and the adequacy of
background checks on prospective
employees who were later placed in
management positions,” Fraser said.

State Sen Kim Brimer, R-Fort Worth,
called for “direct, hands-on control” as a
state agency.

The Senate press release quoted
witnesses as saying “these guys set up a
shell corporation, subcontracted some
work out and scammed some dollars.”

ERCOT had cut checks to one
contractor, according to the Fort Worth
Star-Telegram, who allegedly had a dead
man on its payroll.

ERCOT apparently hadn’t noticed that
one of its employees had a criminal
history.

The Star-Telegram quoted ERCOT
Chairman Mike Greene as saying:

“I don’t feel comfortable about
anything right now having to do with
ERCOT.  This is an awkward position to
be in.  We had four or five people screw
this up for all of us.”

“It’s very disappointing,” Greene told
the committees.

For him the good news was that “we
found out what these folks were up to and
they were terminated.”

“The [ERCOT] board acted quickly,”
Greene said.

He appointed a special committee of
board members to assure an appropriate
ERCOT response including full
cooperation with the PUC and its staff and
with law enforcement authorities.

Greene posed three questions for
probers:

•  Should customers be concerned
about their lights staying on?

•  Should customers be worried about
getting their monthly bills on time?

•  Should customers be worried about
their electric bills going up because of
this?

ERCOT’s own audits have assured
that employee misconduct has had no
impact on grid operations and does not
appear to threaten system security.

The power and market systems are
not exposed to the internet and remain
protected from intrusion, Greene assured.

ERCOT does not directly bill any
electricity customers in the state.  ERCOT
fees are paid by scheduling entities.
ERCOT has criminal insurance and a
claim has been filed to recover any money

3 stories in 1 minute

Mid-Atlantic utilities
link up to buy SOS power:
Potomac Edison (Allegheny Power),
Baltimore Gas & Electric, Delmarva
Power & Light (Pepco) and Potomac
Electric Power have joined in issuing
an RFP for full-requirements wholesale
electric power supply to meet SOS
obligations in Maryland.  Each utility
will provide market-based supply
service to customers who don’t shop.
The RFPs will consist of up to four
rounds, scheduled to begin in
December and end in March for
supply to begin June 1.  The four do
bidding under uniform rules and
timetables.  They expect 3,600 mw
including 290 mw for Allegheny
Power, 1,420 for Baltimore Gas &
Electric, 510 for Conectiv and 1,380
for Pepco.  A pre-bid conference is set
for Oct 20 at the Hyatt Regency Hotel
in downtown Baltimore to review the
RFP.

Calpine to be blackballed
for political activities?  The
question was raised by Barrons in
today’s issue.  The weekly claimed
Calpine convinced Gov Arnold

Schwarzenegger to veto a bill backed
by Southern California Edison (AB
2006).  The article was written by
Dow Jones’ Mark Golden.  The
theme is that Southern California
Edison, Southern and Entergy have
let Calpine know that it won’t get
contracts from them for generation
because of making an issue about the
southern firms’ preference for
buying from affiliates.  Both southern
firms deny the threat.  Calpine led the
fight against AB 2006 described by
Golden as re-regulation.  Barrons
calls the strategy “losing by
winning.”

AEP signs 9 co-ops,
munis at wholesale:  The pacts
add to 637 mw won by competitive
bidding.  One is Bristol, Va, once
locked in by an earlier, less friendly
TVA and now to get 128 peak mw
from Jan 1 to the end of 2007.  The
rest in Virginia are Bedford (48 mw),
Danville (226), Martinsville (42),
Radford (61), Salem (91), Richlands
(18), Craig-Botetourt Co-op (14) and
the city of Seymour, Tex (9).  AEP,
America’s largest generator, supplies
52 munis and 20 co-ops.
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that ERCOT is out, Greene said.
Greene took the opportunity to

express a vote of confidence in ERCOT
CEO Tom Schrader, who took over in
July after the alleged bad behavior.

Schrader, a former Wisconsin utility
executive, sees his main task is “to
restore public confidence” in ERCOT
while ensuring the reliability of the grid
and “market operations that support retail
choice.”

How did things go so wrong?
ERCOT grew from an organization of

55 employees in 1999 to more than 400
today.

Deadlines were tight, he said. “As is
frequently the case with startups, policies
and procedures were flexed to minimize
delays in acquiring needed services,” he
added.

ERCOT will tighten internal controls,
said Schrader, citing contracting,
procurement, competitive bidding,
background checks of organizations and
individuals, rigorous contract reviews and
two-signature approvals.

ERCOT puts consumer congestion
costs at $390 million

... Despite having spent almost $2
billion for grid additions over the last
six years.  That’s about 1.5% of the
total market, ERCOT said in its
October transmission report.

The RTO has planned to spend
$2.8 billion on its grid in the next few
years.

Most constraints are in moving
power from South Texas to North
Texas and Houston (East Texas), from
the northeast to Dallas-Fort Worth and
localized congestion pockets in Dallas-
Fort Worth, the Lower Rio Grande
Valley, North Texas, West Texas and
Corpus Christi.

Consumers representing about 37%
of the peak load in ERCOT have

switched to different retail service
providers.

About 26,000 mw of new
generation has been added since 1995,
or about 45% of today’s total.  State
leaders visited California before the
Texas market and encouraged state
leaders to adopt incentives for new
generation to avoid what they then saw
as the coming California generation
shortage and disaster.

Reserve margins will be at least
20.9% until 2009, well above the
12.5% requirement, ERCOT said last
week.

We have heard that today’s Texas
reserve is above 30% but couldn’t
check yesterday.

PJM market expands as AEP, Dayton Power & Light join
The long-awaited uniting of American
Electric Power and Dayton Power &
Light into the PJM Interconnection
happened at midnight Sept 30.

With that integration, PJM began
managing the flow of wholesale electricity
over more than 23,000 additional miles.

“Our membership in PJM will benefit
customers through PJM’s 12-state region
while helping to strengthen overall
transmission system reliability,” said
Michael Morris, AEP CEO.

DP&L picked an RTO that can put
“theory into practice and created the
country’s largest, operating” RTO, said
James Mahoney, DP&L’s CEO.

The new members transferred control
but not ownership of grid assets in
Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan and
Tennessee while boosting peak demand to
almost 108,000 mw.

PJM now encompasses nearly 1,000
generating units with a combined
capability of more than 134,000 mw.

“Reliability, communications and
coordination are enhanced with our gain
in scope as we now serve a section of the
country that fuels 15% of the nation’s

GDP,” said Phillip Harris, PJM CEO.
Pending regulatory approval,

Dominion and Duquesne Light will join
Nov 1 and Jan 1.

FERC Chairman Pat Wood praised
three market development events that he
described as a “hat trick win” for
customers — AEP and DP&L’s joioning
PJM, Illinois Power’s entrance into the
Midwest ISO and the California ISO’s
adoption of what used to be called MD `02.

Wood sees in the three “clear signals

that regional independent grid operators
are moving ahead, delivering improved
reliability, transparent market monitoring
and oversight and tangible economic
benefits.”

California’s market redesign and
technology upgrade will allow the ISO to
dispatch generation based on economic
grounds rather than merit order.

The ISO there put in a market
monitoring program with penalties for
generators who fail to dispatch.
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